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DVD on inside front cover
Accessing the Resources on the DVD
To access the additional resources on a PC you will need to navigate to the 
‘Windows Explorer’ program (Start > All programs > Accessories > Windows 
Explorer). This will enable you to see the folder called ‘EMC_Road_PDFs’ and 
copy it to your hard disk. 

On a Mac you double-click the DVD icon and copy the folder to the hard disk.
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I n t r o D u C t I o n

The Print Resources
The Road is a short, accessible yet rewarding read which richly repays close study. It is 
particularly interesting for students analysing narrative. The material in the study guide 
reflects this, with emphasis being placed on the exploration of key aspects of the narrative, 
for example its structure, voice, prose style and so on, and brief suggestions for during 
reading activities. Our aim in putting together this material is to support students in gaining 
the confidence to range around the novel, developing a sophisticated ability to balance ‘big 
picture’ overview with detailed analysis.

The DVD
The video interview with Adam Roberts has been divided into nine short sections, listed 
below. In some cases Roberts’ discussion provides students with particular knowledge (for 
example about the literary context of science-fiction or post-apocalyptic literature); at other 
points he offers a reading with which students can engage as a piece of criticism.

We have suggested points at which you might show students specific interview clips to 
introduce, consolidate or perhaps extend their own thinking about an aspect of the novel. On 
page 44, we take a rather different approach to the interview, listing 12 common questions 
students might have on The Road, with pointers to which clips offer the most relevant 
discussion.

1. Science-fiction, apocalyptic fiction and The Road

2. The Road and post-apocalyptic literature

3. The child

4. The end

5. Good guys and bad guys

6. Fire – a symbol

7. A pared down style

8. The handling of time

9. The impact of the novel

The DVD also includes the full study guide as a PDF, a slideshow of colour screenshots from 
the opening of the film adaptation and an article from emagazine.

Using the f i lm adaptation of The Road
The 2009 film adaptation of The Road is, as Cormac McCarthy himself recognises, a 
powerful piece of storytelling in its own right. As such it is a double-edged sword for students 
and teachers working on the novel. On the one hand, as an adaptation which strives to 
remain faithful to the spirit of McCarthy’s text, it can be a useful teaching tool, providing 
students with a way into a critical exploration of the novel. On the other hand, it is an 
adaptation, not an unproblematic translation of text to screen, and it is important, of course, 
that in examination or coursework students are able confidently to discuss the novel, not the 
film. The activities on pages 34 to 39 seek to use the film as a tool for opening up discussion 
of the novel, its narrative structure, voice, use of symbolism and so on. 

Introduction
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B e f o r e  r e a D I n g

Exploring Expectations
Some of the ‘story ingredients’ of The Road are listed below, along with 10 short quotations 
and some statistics on the vocabulary McCarthy uses through the whole novel (page 6). 

Work in pairs or small groups.

1. Focusing first on the ‘story ingredients’ only, talk about your expectations of the novel. 
Use the prompts below to get your discussion started:

– the type of novel it might be (the genre/s it seems to draw on or fit well with)

– the story (what might happen)

– themes (the ideas it might raise)

– characters and relationships

– the way the story might be told.

2. Next, focus on the quotations. Read the extracts out loud, paying attention to the 
sounds of the words and the rhythm of the writing. 

3. Again using the prompts, add to your first expectations of the novel.

4. Finally, look at the statistics. In what ways does this statistical information strengthen, 
or cause you to question, your thinking about The Road?

5. Drawing on the work you have done so far, write about 100 words exploring your 
expectations of the novel, to share in class feedback. 

Story ingredients

The road

The man 

The boy

The cart

A journey to the sea

A mountain pass

A can of Coca Cola

Decanting dregs of oil

Snow, rain, cold

Grey

Abandoned houses

A lost lighter

The outline of a city

Ash

A jack-knifed trailer

2 bullets in a gun

Washing in a waterfall

Before Reading
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Before Reading

Quotations

This is my child, he said. I wash a dead man’s brains out of his hair. That is 

my job.

Yes I am, he said. I am the one.

Tomatoes, peaches, beans, apricots. Canned hams. Corned beef. 

Are we still the good guys, he said.

We should go, Papa, he said. Yes, the man said. But he didn’t. 

The snow fell nor did it cease to fall.

Okay? Okay.

They sat on the edge of the tub and pulled their shoes on and then he 

handed the boy the pan and soap and he took the stove and the little bottle 

of gas and the pistol and wrapped in their blankets they went back across 

the yard to the bunker.

Tolling in the silence the minutes of the earth

She was gone and the coldness of it was her final gift.

Statistics (based on the whole novel)

Word
No. of times used 

in the novel
Word

No. of times used 

in the novel

after

ago 

back

before

beyond

blackened

blanket

could

45

17

252

45

45

19

193

189

down

fire

man

okay

rain

sorry

time

water

244

136

193

195

44

27

100

109
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During Reading – Keeping Track

D u r I n g  r e a D I n g

Keeping Track
Here are some different ways in which you can keep track of your reading of The Road. You 
might choose to pick and mix from these, or to focus on just one (for example ‘A Reading 
Journal’) on your first read-through, using ‘Tracking Key Features’ as you begin to range 
around and get a grip on the text as a whole. 

Tracking Key Features
1. As you read, annotate your text or use stickies to mark very simply the following 

features of the narrative:

– key events on the journey

– people encountered

– places

– significant points in the relationship between the man and the boy

– dreams and memories.

A Reading Journal
1. As you read keep a journal where you record your personal thoughts or feelings at four 

or five key points. These might be moments when you feel that the novel has struck 
you, moved you, caused you to think, made you question your own views or caused 
you to hesitate about reading on.

Here are some ways you might do this.

– Record moments where you felt shocked, upset, frustrated or any other powerful 
feeling.

– Make predictions at key moments and see how far they are fulfilled.

– Pull out short quotations that you find particularly striking.

– Do sketches for the mental images the novel conjures up for you, or to plot the 
journey.

– Jot down anything you want to talk about arising from your writing.

– Do your own bits of short writing in response.

– Find other bits of text, images or films that connect with your reading.

2. At the end of reading, share your journals to compare reactions with others in your 
group.

Blogging or Tweeting
1. You could set up individual blogs on your reading and respond to each other’s blogs, 

or, if you have a Twitter account, tweet reactions as you go. You could use this as a 
record of your developing response.
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During Reading – Key Episodes

Key Episodes
As you read The Road you will come across some key episodes, such as:

– coming across the man who has been struck by lightning (pp. 50-53)

– shooting the ‘roadrat’ (pp. 62-69)

– finding the cellar of naked and mutilated people (pp. 112-121)

– finding the stash of food (pp. 146-151)

– the baby on the spit (pp. 210-215)

– getting to the shore (pp. 227-230)

– the theft of the man and boy’s belongings (pp. 270-278).

1. Here are some ideas to consider when you’ve read them. You could use the prompts 
for one or two of the episodes as a class, and draw on the approach on your own for 
the rest of the novel. Use the example on page 9 to get you started.

i. Share your feelings and reactions. 

– How did the episode impact on you? 

– What was the writer doing to evoke that response?

ii. Given the nature of this episode, what do you think is likely to follow it, in terms 
of:

– plot progression (what might happen next?)

– the reading experience (a change of mood? A lighter moment? Increase or 
release of tension?).

iii. What does the episode contribute to the development of the characters and their 
relationship?

iv. In this episode, what techniques are most significant in the way McCarthy tells 
the story? Is the language of this episode characteristic of the rest of the novel? 
Are there particular symbols or images that are foregrounded?

v. Do you agree that this is a key episode? What makes it stand out as being 
important, in a novel without chapters or chapter titles?
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During Reading – Key Episodes

Commenting on a Key Episode: an Example – Shooting the ‘roadrat’
Feelings and reactions

–	 Initially	fear	–	sense	of	tension,	concern	that	the	man,	with	whom	
we	have	allied	ourselves,	might	be	attacked.	The	story	could	have	been	
about	how	the	boy	survives	alone.

–	Horror.

–	Anxiety	that	this	will	damage	the	relationship	of	the	man	and	the	
boy.

What might follow?

–	Could	be	a	period	in	which	the	boy	is	alienated	from	the	man?

–	Perhaps	the	roadrat’s	travelling	companions	will	return	to	take	
revenge.

–	This	moment	of	action	and	high	drama	might	be	followed	by	a	more	
reflective	one?

Characters and characterisation

–	Shows	in	action	the	man’s	love	for	the	boy	–	the	fact	that	he	is	the	
most	important	thing	in	his	life.

–	The	man’s	life	is	focused	solely	on	protecting	the	boy.

–	Perhaps	complicates	the	relationship	too?	In	protecting	the	boy	
physically	the	man	has	had	to	expose	him	to	violence	–	he’s	literally	
tainted	by	it.

Narrative and language techniques

–		Very	short	sentences	increase	sense	of	tension	–	pared	back.

-	 Repetition,	especially	in	dialogue,	increases	the	sense	of	tension	(for	
example	‘Run,	he	said,	run.’).

–	Short	paragraphs	and	short	sections	both	heighten	the	sense	of	
urgency	and	give	it	quite	a	filmic	quality	–	like	editing.	Technique	
used	throughout	the	novel.

–	 Initially	sets	up	man	and	boy	as	‘good	guys’	in	opposition	to	the	
‘bad	guys’	but	the	shooting	is	a	shock	for	reader	(as	for	the	boy).

Is it a key episode?

–	Yes	–	a	tense	plot	point	–	a	moment	of	action,	where	something	
happens	(oddly	in	much	of	the	novel	not	much	actually	happens).

–	Even	more	than	this,	though,	I	think	it	is	key	because	of	what	it	
shows	about	the	relationship	between	the	man	and	boy,	the	way	the	
relationship	is	being	developed.

–	Key	also	in	involving	the	reader	in	the	man	and	boy’s	relationship	
and	their	attempt	to	survive.
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